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Application of Nanotech.Application of Nanotech.

CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Nano - CatalystNano - Catalyst

Application to Semiconductor IndustryApplication to Semiconductor Industry

Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Other ApplicationsOther Applications
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

- July 27, 2005: When it comes to taking the next "giant leap" in space exploration, 
NASA is thinking small -- really small.

- Space Elevators: An Advanced Earth-Space Infrastructure for the New Millennium

What is the CNT ?

NASA’s Project
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Carbon & Nano-Carbon

• Melting point: ~ 3500oC

• Atomic radius: 0.077 nm

• Basis in all organic compounds

• 10 mill. carbon compounds

Carbon Nano Carbon

• Fullerene
• Tubes 
• Cones
• Carbon black
• Horns
• Rods
• Foams
• Nanodiamonds
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Fullerene

The most symmetrical large molecule

- Discovered in 1985 : Nobel prize Chemistry 1996, Curl, Kroto, and Smalley

- C60 also 70, 76 and 84 : 32 facets (12 pentagons and 20 hexagons)

~1 nm

- Symmetric shape     → lubricant
- Large surface area   → catalyst
- High temperature (~500oC)
- High pressure
- Hollow     → caging particles
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Nanotube
- First discovered by Dr. Sumio Lijima at NEC, Japan 

(1991).

- The diameter of carbon nanotube is about 1nm, and 

it’s electrical character can be changed along with 

it’s diameter or angle of axis.

Diameter:

as low as 1 nm

Length:

typical few μm
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Types of CNTs

Single Wall CNT 
(SWCNT)

Multiple Wall CNT 
(MWCNT)
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Property of CNT

Carbon nanotubes are very flexible

Nanoscience Research Group
University of North Carolina (USA)

http://www.physics.unc.edu/~rsuper/research/

Carbon nanotubes are the strongest
ever known material.

• Young Modulus  (stiffness):
Carbon nanotubes            1250 GPa
Carbon fibers 425 GPa (max.)
High strength steel             200 GPa

• Tensile strength (breaking strength)

Carbon nanotubes                   11- 63 GPa

Carbon fibers 3.5 - 6 GPa

High strength steel                 ~ 2 GPa

• Elongation to failure :  ~ 20-30 %
• Density: 

Carbon nanotube (SW) 1.33 – 1.40 gram / cm3

Aluminium                                 2.7 gram / cm3
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Application of Carbon Nanotube :  Hydrogen storage

2 H2(g) + O2(g) → 2 H2O (l) + energy

H2 (200 bar)H2 (liquid)LaNi5H6Mg2NiH

3.16 wt% 1.37 wt%
Principle of a Fuel Cell

Nano-structure suitable
for supporting catalyst

CH 3OH H+

e
O2CH 3OH H+

e
O2CH3OH H+

ee

eeee
eeee

CNT

Pt catalyst

O2

H2O

Fuel

air

Polymer
film

CO2

20% increase in output electrical energy by using carbon nanotube
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Application of Carbon Nanotube :  Transistor

Base

CollectorEmitter
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Carbon nanotube(CNT) attached on the tip of AFM cantilever can be used 
as a pen to write words on Au surface with alkylthiol ink.

Probe technologyProbe technology
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Carbon black

- Size: 10 – 400 nm

- Tires, black pigments, plastics, dry-
cell batteries, UV-protection etc.
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Summary

Nanocarbon
- fullerene - ”most symmetrical”
- tubes - ”strongest”
- cones - ”one of the sharpest”
- carbon black - ”large production”

Properties
- electrical, mechanical, thermal, storage, caging

Applications
- antenna, composite, writing, field emission, transistor, 

yarn, microscopy, storage
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CNT (Carbon Nanotube)CNT (Carbon Nanotube)

Nanotech.

Electron
Emission

Flat Panel Display
Microwave Tube

Chemistry

Adsorption Material
Sensor, Catalyst

Electronics

Transistor, Sensor,
Interconnection, 

Quantum bit

Composite
Material

Electrical conducting Plastics
Reinforced Material

Carbon 
Nanotube

Energy

Fuel Cell, Gas Storage
Lithium Ion Battery,

Super Capacitor

AFM, STM
Manipulation
Nanomachine

Application of Carbon Nanotube
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst

Why Nano in Catalyst?

1. The huge surface areas of the particles dictate that many of the 
atoms are on the surface

2. An enhanced intrinsic chemical reactivity arises as particle size gets 
smaller

3514157 Shells

455615 Shells

523094 Shells

631473 Shells

76552 Shells

92131 Shell

Surface 
Atoms (%)

Total 
Number of 

Atoms

Full-shell 
Clusters- The Relation Between 

the total number of atoms 
in Full shell (‘Magic 
Number’) clusters and the 
percentage of surface 
atoms
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst

Zeolite – Structure of Zeolite

The framework structure 
may contain linked cages, 
cavities or channels, which 
are the right size to allow 
small molecules to enter.
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst

Zeolite – How Zeolite Work?

- Zeolites have the ability to act as catalysts for chemical 
reactions which take place within the cavities.

- Catalysis occurs by hydrogen-exchanged Zeolites, whose 
framework-bound protons give rise to very high acidity.

- The shape-selective properties of Zeolites are also the basis 
for their use in molecular absorption.

- This ability to absorb certain molecules, while excluding 
others, has opened a wide range of molecular sieving 
applications and purification processes.
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst

Zeolite  Application - Absorption

One of the most common uses of 
zeolites utilizes its open 
structure to absorb 
contaminants.

Zeolites are used in this 
setting to absorb oxygen 
from air to produce pure 
nitrogen.
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Nano Nano -- CatalystCatalyst

Zeolite  Application - Ion Exchange

Cations held in the pores of 
the zeolite are loosely held 
and can be readily 
exchanged for other 
cations in the outside 
aqueous solution. Hence 
zeolites are natural cation 
exchangers. 

One such use for zeolites is in detergent 
formulations where they have replaced phosphates 
as water-softening agents. They do this by 
exchanging the sodium in the zeolite for the 
calcium and magnesium present in the water.
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Application in Semiconductor Application in Semiconductor 
IndustryIndustry
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

The beginning

Microprocessors are essential to many of the products 
we use every day such as TVs, cars, radios, home 
appliances and of course, computers. Transistors are 
the main components of microprocessors.

At their most basic level, transistors may seem simple. 
But their development actually required many years of 
painstaking research. Before transistors, computers 
relied on slow, inefficient vacuum tubes and mechanical 
switches to process information. In 1958, engineers
managed to put two transistors onto a Silicon crystal
and create the first integrated circuit, which
subsequently led to the first 
microprocessor.
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

Moore’s Law
Transistor Price

Number of TransistorProcessing Power
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

So How Long is Moore’s Law Sustainable?

Lithography Limit?

Quantum Limit?

Cost vs Reduction in 
Size not Profitable

Transistor 
Size 

Year

1 x 10-3 m

1 x 10-6 m

1 x 10-8 m

1 x 10-9 m

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
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1M
 Tran
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Chip

- Feature sizes nearing physical limits
- Fabrication process reaches limits
- Power consumption

NanotechnologySolution?
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

DNA Strands as 
Bits

Molecular 
Orientations as Bits

Carbon Nanotube 
(CNT) FETs

Single Electron 
Transistors

Self assembled 
CNT using DNA

Quantum 
Dots

CNT arrays

DNA self 
assembly

Logic

(Our Focus)

Memory

Fabrication

Resonant 
Tunnelling Diodes

Molecular Nano 
CMOS

Molecules in 
Solution

Emerging Nanotechnology 
Vectors

Emerging Nanotechnology 
Solutions

Nanotechnology in Semiconductor Industry
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

Nanotechnology in Semiconductor Industry

Transistors
(Millions)

Silicon Process
Technology 800nm 600nm 350nm 250nm 180nm 130nm

Pentium®

Processor

Pentium® Pro
Processor

Pentium® II
Processor

Pentium® III
Processor

Pentium® 4
Processor

Itanium® 2 
Processor

3.3

5.5

7.5

9.5 - 25

42+

480

Smaller, Faster, Better, Cheaper
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

The 65nm process is slated for production in 2005

Intel has led the industry in keeping pace with Moore's Law by introducing a new 
process generation every two years. In part through its mask-making advances, 
Intel is already starting to make microprocessors using its state-of-the-art 90nm 
process. The 65nm process, the next node after 90nm, is slated for production in 
2005.

Take a Close-up Look — The above magnified image shows actual Intel 65nm node 
masks. The dimensions of subfeatures on the mask get reduced by 4X on the wafer. 

So a 160nm feature on the mask translates into 40nm on the wafer.
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Application in Semiconductor IndustryApplication in Semiconductor Industry

Single Electron Transistor

- Made in 2004 by Germans and US scientists.
- Using a vibrating silicon arm 200 nanometers long, ten of nanometer across, 
and tipped with gold. 
- This transistor will yield to a better understanding of nanotechnology fundamentals.

Single-Electron-Pair BoxSingleSingle--ElectronElectron--Pair BoxPair Box

GateGateGate

ＳＱＵＩＤＳＱＵＩＤＳＱＵＩＤ

Probe 
Junction
Probe Probe 

JunctionJunction

1µm

tunnel junctiontunnel junctiontunnel junction

Single-Cooper-
pair Box

Single-Cooper-
pair Box

GateGateGate

ＳＱＵＩＤＳＱＵＩＤＳＱＵＩＤ

Probe 
Junction
Probe Probe 

JunctionJunction
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Ways to treat Disease
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

“Nanosizing” of Drugs

Particle size reductions of drugs has the potential to:

Increase surface area
Enhance solubility
Increase rate of dissolution
Increase oral bioavailability
More rapid onset of therapeutic action
Decrease the dose needed
Decrease fed/fasted variability
Decrease patient to patient variability

Regulatory Considerations for Nanotechnology Drugs

Quality 
Safety 
Environmental Impact
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Controlled release and drug delivery 
•From state of the art to the ultimate control
•Looking into the near future

•Nanoshells
•Targeted nanoparticles
•Enzyme activated drugs
•Dendrimer-based drug system
•Communicating with DNA

Delivery is controlled in space or time

time

Dose

Nanotube
Nanocap
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Polymeric materials for controlled drug release

combining swelling, diffusion and phase morphology

Passive or stimulated by chemical/physical/physiological means

release

swell
dual
release
pathways

time

Bulk eroding Surface eroding
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Nanoshells & Targeted nanoparticles
- Containing dielectric-metal nanospheres coated 
with polymers

- Readily circulating throughout the blood stream

- Absorbing IR radiation and heat the polymer 
coating to release the drug

- Stable for months if not activated Multiple drugs 
possible

Si
Drug containing 
polymer coating

Au

IR or NIR

- Antibody-Fe-nanoparticle complex for tumor cell 
detection and removal

- Gene delivery using separated binding and 
functioning nanorods

Fe

EM

transferrin
DNA plasmid
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Drug DeliveryDrug Delivery

Future ?
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Other ApplicationOther Application
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Other ApplicationOther Application

Materials Manufacturing Products

• Hummer H2 sport utility truck
“Made with about seven pounds of 
nanocomposite material, the cargo bed 
Hummer's H2 SUT is lighter and more 
scratch proof than older plastics. Besides 
the weight advantage, GM says the 
nanocomposite parts don't change shape 
when exposed to temperature changes.”

• Self-cleaning concrete
“An exterior view shows U.S. architect 
Richard Meier's Jubilee Church, located 
in the Tor Tre Teste area of Rome, in 
this 2003 file photo. It is made of self-
cleaning concrete that helps keep the 
surface shiny white.” July 2005July 2005
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Other ApplicationOther Application

Sports Products
•Tennis rackets

“The Nanotube Power and VS Nanotube Drive lightweight, 
oversized-head models are made out of high modulus graphite 
with carbon nanotubes. . . One hundred times stronger than steel, 
yet one-sixth the weight, carbon nanotubes increase the rigidity of 
the stabilizers on each side of the racket's sweet spot. . . VS 
Nanotube rackets are five times more rigid than current carbon 
rackets and pack significantly more power.”

•Tennis balls
“Wilson Double Core tennis balls, with. . . InMat's Air D-Fense
nanocomposite product inside, remain playable for four weeks. . . . 
InMat makes it harder for the air to escape by coating the ball's 
inner core with 20 microns thick of layered sheets of clay polymer 
nanocomposites--each 1 nanometer thin.”

•NanoDynamics golf ball 
“This ball is engineered with nanoparticles to spin less, which 
should mean less slices and hooks. The bad news? Lower spin 
could mean shorter drives.”

•Stronger golf clubs
•More accurate bowling balls
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Other ApplicationOther Application

Clothing Products
“In the clothing world, we have pants that repel water and won’t stain 
shirts and shoe inserts that keep you cool in the summer and warm in 
the winter, and nano socks that don’t “stink” due to the inclusion of 
nanotech materials (nanosized sliver particles).”

•Breathable waterproof ski jacket
“Nanotechnology makes the two-layer laminate windproof, 
waterproof, breathable and grime resistant--great for those bums 
who don't get around to washing their jackets until after the 
season. The result: a jacket with a long, functional life superior to 
coated jackets and competitive with Gore-Tex products.”

•Wrinkle-resistant, stain-repellent threads
“Nano-Tex researchers attached molecular structures to cotton 
fibers, forming a barrier that causes liquids and stains to bead up 
on the surface and prevent absorption. Treated fabrics are not 
only wrinkle-proof but repel stains from perennial offenders like 
soda, coffee, wine, mayonnaise and syrup.”2003

•Color-changing fabrics
Thread developed for military but may soon be used by clothing 
companies.
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Other ApplicationOther Application

Cosmetics Products
•Skin care

“L’Oreal's Plenitude line of cosmetics contains 
nanocapsules, which help active ingredients get to the 
skin's deeper layers. The nanocapsules are also in 
L'Oreal's higher-end brands such as Lancome.”

“Novasome” capsules can deeply penetrate skin and don't 
degrade while on the shelf

•Nanocrystalline Sunscreen
“Its main ingredient is Z-COTE, a substance made with 
nanotechnology . . . Nano-dispersed zinc oxide. . . . Zinc 
oxide provides broad-spectrum protection against UVA 
and UVB rays, but its characteristic white pasty goop often 
leaves sunbathers and lifeguards feeling like they're 
wearing clown makeup. The nanotechnology in Z-Cote 
produces a high-purity nanocrystalline zinc oxide, which 
allows the sunscreen to go on clear.”
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Products with Protective Coatings

• Glare-reducing and fog-resistant coatings for 
eyeglasses and windshields

• Sunglasses
“To give the glasses antireflection and scratch-resistance 
functionality, Nanofilm deposits coating layers of 150 nanometers 
and 20 microns thick, respectively. Then it uses chemical self-
assembly to form a polymer coating, three to ten nanometers thin, 
on the outer layer of the antireflective lenses. This not only seals 
and repels grime and skin oils but also makes the lenses more 
responsive.”

• High-Performance Ski Wax
“Nanowax produces a hard, fast-gliding surface. The ultrathin 
coating lasts much longer than conventional waxing systems, while 
leaving the base free of buildup. And here's the "intelligent" part: 
Cerax Nanowax hardens as temperatures drop, adapting to the ski 
bases and snow crystals, so you can reach top speed from the first 
few feet on.”

• No-wax car finish--for example, by Mercedes.


